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Sustainable Development under
Canadian Law
PAULE HALLEY AND PIERRE-OLIVIER DESMARCHAIS

Sustainable development represents a new paradigm, casting doubt on the
belief that development can be based on sporadic and unlimited economic
growth thanks to the planet earth’s ability to perpetually provide adequate resources to keep pace with it. That belief has been replaced with uncertainty
and concern in the face of deteriorating ecosystems, climate and biodiversity,
and other risks associated with irreversible changes. Sustainable development
is trying to become established for the long term and to sever its ties with any
developmental approach that does not take into account the restricted nature
of the planet earth’s resources.1
The implementation of sustainable development has mobilized most national and international organizations and a great number of participants. The
task at hand is colossal and meets with much resistance. For legal experts, sustainable development remains a dynamic concept, the subject of much debate
and reflection.2 Here, we will content ourselves with introducing the origins of
sustainable development, outlining significant milestones in its development
on the international stage, and examining its implementation in Canadian law
through its guiding principles.

Origins and Definitions of Sustainable Development
The concept of “sustainable development” first appeared on the international
stage in 1980, in World Conservation Strategy published by the International
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources: “For development
to be sustainable it must take account of social and ecological factors, as well as
economic ones.”3 It then gained prevalence in 1987 with the publication of the
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report Our Common Future by the World Commission on Environment and
Development (the Brundtland Report): “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs.”4 The two main principles that
inform these definitions are equity and integration, which have established the
present-day model of sustainable development and influence the legislation
and interpretations surrounding its scope, conditions of application, and
implementation.
It was at the second United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, that the international community
undertook to establish “a new and equitable global partnership” through the
integration of the goal of sustainable development in policy and public decision making. The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development 5 clearly
defines the concept of sustainable development, most notably its conditions
of equity: “the right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet
developmental and environmental needs of present and future generations”;6
and integration: “in order to achieve sustainable development, environmental
protection shall constitute an integral part of the development process and
cannot be considered in isolation from it.”7
Since then, this change in the approach to development has been reiterated
by the international community on numerous occasions8 and has flourished in
the areas of both international environmental law and international trade.9 For
example, the preambles to the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World
Trade Organization10 and the North American Free Trade Agreement11 recognize that the rules governing international trade must favour the sustainable
use of resources and that member states are obligated to promote sustainable
development.12
The goal of sustainable development in international law is given concrete
expression in guiding principles that set out its purpose, means of application
and implementation. The Rio Declaration, for example, lays down 27 guiding
principles, among which it is possible to distinguish those that are inherent to
sustainable development from those that are operational principles.13 Today,
these guiding principles represent the foundation for many international conventions. Thus, the principle of public participation is at the heart of the Aarhus
Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making
and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters;14 the precautionary principle
was codified in the 1996 Protocol to the Convention on the Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter,15 while the prevention prin-
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ciple is the basis for the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Nonnavigational Uses of International Watercourses,16 and the procedure for evaluating environmental impact contained in the Convention on Environmental
Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context.17
International organizations have expressed opinions about these governing principles. In 1995, the United Nations Commission on Sustainable
Development gathered together a group of experts with a mandate to identify
the international legal principles applicable to sustainable development and to
promote their translation into national legal systems.18 For its part, in 2002, the
International Law Association adopted the New Delhi Declaration of Principles
of International Law Relating to Sustainable Development setting out seven
main principles necessary for meeting the goal of sustainable development.19
The International Court of Justice (ICJ ) also played a significant role in
the changes introduced in the area of sustainable development and its guiding principles, notably in the 1997 case of Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros,20 which saw
Czechoslovakia and Hungary locked in a litigation battle over the development of the Danube for a joint hydroelectric dam project. Examining the
potential environmental impact of such a project, the ICJ stated that “in the
field of environmental protection, vigilance and prevention are required on
account of the often irreversible character of damage to the environment and
of the limitations inherent in the very mechanism of reparation of this type of
damage.”21 For the court, sustainable development requires that new norms be
taken into consideration when states engage in new activity:
Such new norms have to be taken into consideration, and such new
standards given proper weight, not only when States contemplate
new activities but also when continuing with activities begun in the
past. This need to reconcile economic development with protection
of the environment is aptly expressed in the concept of sustainable
development.22
In a separate opinion, Justice Weeramantry underlined the significance of sustainable development. He stated that it is a principle of international law in
that it is “a part of modern international law by reason not only of its inescapable logical necessity, but also by reason of its wide and general acceptance by
the global community.”23 The question of whether sustainable development is
a legal concept or a principle has not yet been decided, and the issue continues
to be the subject of much debate in legal doctrine.24
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Sustainable development has also been addressed in decisions of the
Supreme Court of Canada. The court consults sources of international and environmental law to find the solutions best suited to common problems, citing,
among other sources, the Brundtland Report, Our Common Future, the Rio
Declaration, Agenda 21, and the Bergen Ministerial Declaration on Sustainable
Development.25

Sustainable Development in Canadian Law
Since the Rio Summit, Canada has signed numerous international declarations and agreements recognizing the need to ensure sustainable development.
The concept has been rapidly integrated into Canadian legislation, both at the
federal and provincial levels.26 In 1995, Parliament introduced a definition of
sustainable development in the Auditor General Act that echoes the principles
of the Rio Declaration:
21.1 In addition to carrying out the functions referred to in subsection 23(3), the purpose of the Commissioner is to provide sustainable
development monitoring and reporting on the progress of category I
departments towards sustainable development, which is a continually
evolving concept based on the integration of social, economic and
environmental concerns, and which may be achieved by, among other
things:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the integration of the environment and the economy;
protecting the health of Canadians;
protecting ecosystems;
meeting international obligations;
promoting equity;
an integrated approach to planning and making decisions that
takes into account the environmental and natural resource
costs of different economic options and the economic costs of
different environmental and natural resource options;
g) preventing pollution; and
h) respect for nature and the needs of future generations.27
As a result of this, the legislative definitions closely reflect the wording of the
Brundtland Report and the Rio Declaration. For example, the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999,28 and the Federal Sustainable Development
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Act reiterate: “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”29
Beyond its legislative definition, the goal of sustainable development raises
the question of whether the concept has been effectively implemented within
the Canadian legal system. It is through general principles that express its purpose, conditions of application, and the procedures for its implementation that
a framework of norms and legal systems required for its successful completion
is being built. The role of the principles of sustainable development is to guide
any state intervention, whereby the legislator must translate them into law, the
executive branch must include them in its strategies, plans, and policies, and
the judiciary must interpret the law when deciding litigation.
When sustainable development principles play a deciding role, they grab
the attention of national and international institutions and highlight the legal
doctrine regarding important questions relating to their legal nature, scope,
hierarchical organization, etc. To facilitate their presentation, we can divide
the principles into two categories: inherent and operational. The first category contains those principles that can be described as inherent, essential,
or basic to sustainable development (they represent its ultimate purpose) and
are necessary for its attainment.30 The second category comprises operational
principles,31 which clearly identify the procedures for the implementation of
sustainable development, such as prevention, precaution, the application of
the polluter pays principle, and public participation. Despite this distinction,
the interconnectedness of these two categories of principles means that the
interpretation of operational principles must respect the principles inherent
to sustainable development, which are health, quality of life, equity, and the
integration of sustainability.

The Principles Inherent in the Concept of
Sustainable Development
The principles that are inherent in sustainable development include its purpose and the conditions necessary for its successful application. Although they
cannot be understood and interpreted in isolation from each other, they are
discussed individually here.
HEALTH AND QUALITY OF LIFE: THE PURPOSE

The Rio Declaration clearly defines the purpose of sustainable development:
“Human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development.
They are entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature.”32
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It refers to the right of human beings to live in a healthy environment, which
was recognized by the international community in 1972 in the Stockholm
Declaration.33 The basic link between human rights and environmental rights
has been repeated numerous times on the international stage.34 It resides in
the threat to human life and health posed by the destruction of the natural world.35
Many countries have, in fact, drafted human environmental rights into
their constitutions, expressed in different ways and revolving around the
protection of such rights from any substantial modifications.36 The Canadian
Constitution does not recognize environmental rights. Nevertheless, Article
7 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms37 could be used as the basis
for recourse against the state when its intervention infringes upon an individual’s environmental rights and has an impact on his or her health and safety,38
provided that the alleged impact is not considered speculative or fictitious.39
By way of analogy, we could point to the fact that the European Court of
Human Rights has established a link between the right to privacy in private
and family life, guaranteed by the Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,40 and serious infringements of environmental law.41
In Canada, the federal Parliament and the provinces have introduced
environmental rights into their legislation, along with the procedural rights
intended to ensure their proper application.42 In the Yukon, for example, the
public “is entitled to a clean and healthy environment” and every resident has
the right to take legal action in order to protect the environment.43 In Quebec,
the Charte québécoise des droits et libertés de la personne has enshrined the
right of every person to live in a clean environment that protects biodiversity.44
From this perspective, it should be noted that the Supreme Court of
Canada has stated that “environmental protection has become […] a fundamental value in the life of Canadian society” and that “we are individually and
collectively responsible” for its protection.45 In 2004, the court recognized the
state’s right, in its role as parens patriae, to represent the public and enforce respect of “the public’s interest in an unspoiled environment” and the “inescapable rights of the public with respect to the environment and certain common
natural resources,” by taking recourse on its behalf to grant injunctions and
award compensation for environmental damage.46
Environmental rights are applied by way of the principle of public participation, which is expressed in terms of three procedural rights, including access
to information, participation in the decision-making process, and access to
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justice.47 The first two components are found in the procedures concerning
the adoption of laws and regulations, and in the assessment procedures surrounding the environmental impact of large-scale development projects.48
Environmental legislation includes a variety of provisions granting the public
rights of access to environmental information, to take part in the decisionmaking process, and to initiate recourse to the justice system.49 Quebec has
strengthened the public’s right to participate by passing the “anti-SLAPP ” act
in order to delegitimize strategic lawsuits against public participation, commonly known as SLAPP s.50
THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUITY: AN ESSENTIAL CONDITION

International and Canadian law both recognize the moral and legal obligation
to protect the environment in order to preserve the right to development for
present and future generations.51 It is based upon an awareness of the threat
to future generations posed by the exhaustion of natural resources and the
destruction of the environment, ecosystems, and climate.52 On the subject, the
Supreme Court of Canada recognizes that “[t]oday we are more conscious of
what type of environment we wish to live in, and what quality of life we wish to
expose our children to” and that this awareness “perhaps indicates the birth of
a feeling of solidarity between generations and an environmental debt towards
humanity and the world of tomorrow.”53
According to the Stockholm Declaration, the principle of equity applies to
the protection of “the natural resources of the earth, including the air, water,
land, flora and fauna and especially representative samples of natural ecosystems, [which] must be safeguarded for the benefit of present and future
generations through careful planning or management, as appropriate.”54 The
principle of equity, which transcends the implementation of sustainable development, is difficult to apply. Protecting the rights of future generations is
one of the most difficult things to do.55 Who can take action? In 1994, the
Philippines Supreme Court examined the question of the interest in acting for
future generations and recognized the right of young children, representing
the future generation, to take legal action in order to challenge forestry exploration permits “for themselves, for others of their generation and the succeeding generations”:
Needless to say, every generation has a responsibility to the next to preserve that rhythm and harmony for the full enjoyment of a balanced
and healthful ecology. Put a little differently, the minors’ assertion of
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their right to a sound environment constitutes, at the same time, the
performance of their obligation to ensure the protection of that right
for the generations to come.56
This decision illustrates the link between intergenerational environmental and
equity rights, including the natural right to survive and to self-perpetuate,
“the advancement of which may even be said to predate all governments and
constitutions. As a matter of fact, these basic rights need not even be written into the Constitution for they are assumed to exist from the inception of
humankind.”57
The Court of Appeal for Newfoundland and Labrador, for its part, highlighted the existing link between the procedure for assessing environmental
impacts and the rights of future generations:
If the rights of future generations to the protection of the present integrity of the natural world are to be taken seriously, and not to be
regarded as mere empty rhetoric, care must be taken in the interpretation and application of the [environmental assessment] legislation.
Environmental laws must be construed against their commitment
to future generations and against a recognition that, in addressing
environmental issues, we often have imperfect knowledge as to the
potential impact of activities on the environment.58
THE PRINCIPLE OF INTEGRATION: ANOTHER ESSENTIAL
CONDITION

In order to achieve sustainable development, the Rio Declaration states that
“environmental protection shall constitute an integral part of the development process and cannot be considered in isolation from it.”59 The principle
of integration reflects the interrelationship of the social, economic, and environmental objectives of society.60 In the Brundtland Report, this principle
speaks to “the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social
organization on the environment’s ability to meet present and future needs.”61
The principle of integration is the subject of much discussion and remains
equivocal. It is often represented by an iterative triangle or Venn diagram
with the three dimensions, or pillars, of sustainable development overlapping.
The crucial issue is finding the necessary balance between the three dimensions, as the principle is silent about whether we should reconcile diverging
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interests, or rather measure the “sustainability” of development, or ensure the
mutual support between the dimensions. In the absence of clear indications,
the fear is that the integration exercise will create negotiation gaps between
the players with differing interests, without regard to the sustainable nature of
the development.
Since the beginning of the 1990s, studies have stressed the distinction between the concepts of sustainable development supporting “weak” sustainability and “strong” sustainability.62 This dichotomy rests mainly on the economic
value we place on natural stock and environmental protection. For legislators,
it is the opposition between the anthropocentric concept and the ecocentric
concept that feeds debate about the significance of sustainable development.63
The balance being sought between the diverging dimensions of development
directly influences the decisions taken in the name of sustainable development
and the interpretation of the rule of law.
So-called “weak” sustainability tends to favour economic development by
allowing the substitution of natural stock with goods and wealth generated by
human activity, with the justification that this wealth might then be invested
in environmental protection. On this approach, environmental protection is
not viewed as a condition of sustainable development;64 it merely represents
one pillar of sustainable development and is equal to the social and economic
pillars.65 This substitution between the different stocks contradicts the principle of intergenerational equity and the ability to attain the goal of sustainable development.
The assessment of the sustainability of development refers back to a conceptual framework based on the calculation of natural, economic, and social
stock.66 If the total of the sum of the capitals drops, development is not sustainable and the well-being of future generations will be inferior to that of
present generations, which contravenes the principle of equity.67 It is still not
easy to assess the monetary value of natural stock, to set a price on air, the
ozone layer, or a wetland.68
From the perspective of “strong” sustainability, natural stock is not substituted by goods produced by humans.69 On this approach, natural stock
should remain intact or not diminish to such a level that it does not renew
itself. Natural stock is given an intrinsic value, totally independent from the
needs of humans; it is the condition of its development.70 Strong sustainability
promotes itself as being the only interpretation of sustainable development
that is capable of guaranteeing equity between the generations.71 From this
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perspective, the state is invited to become involved in order to restrict any
negative impact on the environment and to establish indicators that would
allow us to follow the evolution of natural stock.
The assessment of sustainable development leads governments to formulate plans for future action within a strategic framework. The experience of
other states is also called upon.72 The trend is to legislate for the implementation of sustainable development, at the centre of power.73 From this perspective, government action is neither free nor voluntary but mapped out by
legislative deadlines, with the goal of sustainable development, guiding principles, periodical accountability, and compliance assessments being carried
out by an independent commissioner. These framework laws are not immune
from the trend towards “strong” sustainability, as witnessed by the definition
of “sustainability” in the Federal Sustainable Development Act: “the capacity of
a thing, action, activity or process to be maintained indefinitely.”74
Ancillary to the principles inherent to sustainable development, operational principles represent the procedures to be implemented in order to
attain this goal. They are integrated with one or several dimensions of sustainable development to which they lend a precise form. Thus, environmental
integrity is expressed through the principles of prevention and precaution;
economic efficiency through internalization of costs and the “polluter pays”
principle; and the social dimension through the principle of public participation. The transposition of these principles into Canadian law is effectuated
through special regimes, such as assessment procedures to measure the impact
on the environment based on the principle of prevention75 and site cleanup
obligations based on the polluter pays principle.76
We have set out here the general principles and requirements for the dynamic concept of sustainable development. Although the concept is widely
accepted, its prescriptive implications seem today to be more complicated and
radical than we could ever have expected back in the early 1970s. The devil is
in the details! Thankfully, every day, practitioners and scientists in many disciplines are working to make sustainable development an enduring reality.77
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